Plot Twists
Welcome!
As a game master you know the more you play the more you find your adventures falling
into predictable patterns. Your style becomes well known and your players can see where
the adventure is going almost as if they had helped in writing it. Face it; it is time to shake
things up. That is where we come in: welcome to Plot Twists! The material in this
supplement will help return the uncertainty and anticipation that made role playing so
exciting when your players first started gaming. Introduce to your adventures an element
of the unpredictable - plots twists, and even you will never really know where things will
end up – and that will make for the best adventures.

Plot Twist Tables
Table I is a list of all 150 plot twists with
descriptions and a game master can easily choose
appropriate twists right off the list.
For a quick random plot twist, either while
designing an adventure or during play, make a roll on
Table II. Table II is a 1-1000 random table with
different categories to roll against based on the current
location of the player characters. Roll 3d100, reading each

•
•
•
•

die as a digit in the number to look up on the table: generating
results from 0-0-1 to 9-9-9 and read 0-0-0 as 1000.

•

Random: Use this table when the location does
not match any of the other categories or if you
want a chance for any of the 150 twists.

•

Underground: For dungeon adventuring or
any other underground location.
Wilderness: Outdoor locations away from
urban area, but above ground.
Large Urban Area: Cities and fortifications;
large population centers of a civilized area.
Small Urban Area: Areas that are less densely
populated, usually rural communities or areas
closer to the edge of the wilderness.
User: This column allows you to create your
own plot twist table. Choose as few or as many
as you like and note the die results in the user
column.

Plot Twist Cards
All 150 plot twists are included in card format. The
pages are formatted to be printed on blank business card
stock that you can get from any office supply store. Look
specifically for “Avery 3612” or a generic that is
compatible. The cards are 2”x3.5” and print 8 per 8.5” x
11” page. A page is also included for the back of the
cards. Once you have printed the pages of cards you can
reload the cards into your printer and print the page that
has the pattern for the back of the cards – and then you
are done – a nice set of plot twist cards.
Special Note (Printing from Adobe Acrobat):
Please be aware – to get the best results when
printing on the card stock you need to make
sure adobe acrobat is not scaling the page
(shrinking the page to make it fit.) Zoom
should be 100%
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More of a Good Thing

Encounter Tiles
Volume 1: Classic Dungeons

100 6”x6” Dungeon Tiles
On a 1”=5’ Scale
Check for it at
www.cocmedia.com
or www.rpgnow.com

